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ON THE SYMMETRIC SQUARE: APPLICATIONS
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Abstract. In this paper we prove the existence of the symmetric-square lifting

of admissible and of automorphic representations from the group SL(2) to the

group PGL(3). Complete local results are obtained, relating the character of an

SL(2)-packet with the twisted character of self-contragredient PGL(3)-modules.

Our global results relate packets of cuspidal representations of SL(2) with

a square-integrable component, and self-contragredient automorphic PGL(3)-

modules with a component coming from a square-integrable one. The sharp re-

sults, which concern SL(2) rather than GL(2), are afforded by the usage of the

trace formula. The surjectivity and injectivity of the correspondence implies

that any self-contragredient automorphic PGL(3)-module as above is a lift, and

that the space of cuspidal SL(2)-modules with a square-integrable component

admits multiplicity one theorem and rigidity ("strong multiplicity one") theo-

rem for packets (and not for individual representations). The techniques of this

paper, based on the usage of regular functions to simplify the trace formula, are

pursued in the sequel [VI] to extend our results to all cuspidal SL(2)-modules

and self-contragredient PGL(3)-modules

Introduction

Let H, or H0 be the F-group SL(2), G the F-group PGL(3), F a global
field and A its ring of adeles. Our aim is to study the lifting (or correspondence,

or transfer) of automorphic forms of //(A) to those of G(A), defined by the

symmetric-square (or adjoint) three-dimensional representation [II] of the dual

(or associate, or L-) group H = PGL(2, C) of H in G = SL(3, C) (see [B],

where G is denoted by LG), by means of a trace formula.
The interest in the symmetric square lifting originates from Shimura's work

[Sh]. Let /(z) = ¿2T cne2ninz be a holomorphic cusp form of weight k and

character œ, signify by y/ a primitive Dirichlet character of Z with y toi-1) =
1, and suppose that

£c„«-i = n«l - app-°)il - bpp-s))~x.
p
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126 Y. Z. FLICKER

Using Rankin's method Shimura [Sh] proved that the Euler product

7t-3i/2r(5/2)r((5 + l)/2)T(i(5 -k + 2))

x II^1 - WiP)a2pP-s)(i - Vip)apbpp-S)il - Vip)b2pp-S)]-X

p

is holomorphic everywhere except possibly at s = k or k - 1.

Since / generates the space of a cuspidal representation 7to of GL(2, A)

(F = Q, with a discrete-series component 7Tooo at oo), this statement can be

put in terms of a lifting of automorphic forms compatible with the above dual

group homomorphism, which takes the diagonal complex matrix (ap, bp) to

(aj, apbp, b2), or rather iap/bp, 1, bp/ap).
To reformulate Simura's result Gelbart and Jacquet [GJ] put

L2(s, n0v, Xv) = Lis, n0v®Xv x ñ0v)/Lis, Xv)

and

£2Ís, n0v , Xv ; ¥v) = eis, n0v ® Xv x n0v ; Vv)/eis, Xv ; Vv)

for any representation 7ro„ of GL(2, Fv) and character Xv of the multiplicative

group Fx of the completion Fv of F at a place v. Here ñov denotes the

contragredient of nov , and y/v is a nontrivial additive character of Fv . The

representation nov is said in [GJ] to L-lift to a representation nv of GiFv ) if

nv is a-invariant (namely, nv ~ anv , where anvig) = nviaig)) and aig) =

flg~xf,

is an involution of G) and Lis, nv ®Xv) = L2is, nov , Xv), eis, nv ®Xv ', Vv) =

eiis, nov , Xv ; Vv) for any Xv ■

If 7to is an automorphic representation of GL(2, A) and ^ is a character

of Ax/Fx , put L2is, no, x) = Ylv ̂ 2Ís, 7to„ , Xv) ■ The main theorem of [GJ]
is obtained on adelizing the method of [Sh]. It asserts that for any cuspidal

representation 7r0 of GL(2, A) not of the form noip) (/? = lnd(0 ; WF, WE)),
the function L2is, no, x) is entire for all x ■ This refines the statement of [Sh],
implies that each component nov of 7To L-lifts to some nv , and n = (g) nv is

a cuspidal representation of C7(A).

Our approach to the lifting is different; it is motivated by the ideas of Saito

and Shintani in the base-change theory. Following Shintani, the local lifting is

defined by means of character relations, and following Saito, the global (and

local) lifting is studied by means of the (twisted) trace formula. It is shown that

the above 7To (cuspidal, not of the form n0ip)), lifts to a cuspidal n . This

implies the holomorphy of L2is, no, x) — his,n®x) f°r all / .
To describe our work, let LiG) be the space of automorphic forms on

G = PGL(3) ; it consists of all slowly increasing complex-valued functions <j> on
C7(.F)\G(A) with a standard [BJ] right invariance property. The group (7(A)

acts on LiG) by right translation (r(^)0)(A) = <j>ihg). The irreducible con-

stituents n are called automorphic G-modules, or representations. Each such

n is a restricted tensor product 0 nv of irreducible admissible representations

7Tt, of the local groups Gv = C7(F„), which are unramified for almost all v .
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Each irreducible unramified Gv -module nv is isomorphic to the unique un-

ramified subquotient of a GVmodule /((/z,„)) normalizedly induced from an

unramified character (a¡; ; i < j) —> Ylißiviaa) of the upper triangular sub-

group. Although the character iß,v) is not uniquely determined, we obtain

a unique conjugacy class tinv) = diag(/¿lt)(«)) (where n denotes a local uni-
formizer of the maximal ideal in the ring Rv of integers in Fv) in the dual

group G = SL(3, C) of G. The map nv -» t{nv) is a bijection from the set

of equivalence classes of irreducible unramified Gv -modules to the variety of

conjugacy classes in G. Similar description holds in the case of H = SL(2),

where the automorphic representations 7to = <£> 7rot, have local components nov

which are parametrized, in the unramified case, by conjugacy classes tinov) in

the dual group H = PGL(2, C) of H.
We study lifting of automorphic forms of //(A) to those of G(A), which

is compatible with the Symmetric Square representation Xo : H —► G of H =

PGL(2, C) in G = SL(3, C). This is the irreducible three-dimensional rep-

resentation of H ; it can be described also as the adjoint representation of H
on its Lie algebra; it maps the diagonal matrix (a, b) to the diagonal matrix

ia/b, 1, b/a). We say that the automorphic //-module 7to = <S> n0v lifts to

the automorphic G-module n = ®nv if tinv) = Xoitinov)) for almost all

v (where nov and nv are both unramified). Our first global result asserts

that each cuspidal H-module lifts to an automorphic G-module. This result is

contained in [GJ]. Here, in [IV], all statements are proven in the context of

//-modules with a square-integrable component; in [VI] they are extended to

deal with general 7to and n .

But we can obtain more precise results. It is clear that if n is a lift, then it

is cr-invariant. Our second global result is a determination of the image of the

lifting. Thus if n is a cuspidal G-module which is a-invariant then it is a lift

of a cuspidal H-module (which is not a representation denoted by noip) and

associated by the principle of functoriality (see e.g., [B]), to an induced projec-
tive two-dimensional representation p = lnd(0 ; WF, WE) of the Weil group

WF of F). The cuspidal //-module noip) lifts to tne induced, noncuspidal,

cr-invariant G-module /(7t(ö/ö), x) • Here E is a quadratic extension of F,

and 8 is a character of the idele class group AE/EX = CF - WEb of E. The

character 8/8: z -* 8iz/z) of Ce determines an automorphic representation

7t(0/0) of GL(2, A), whose central character is the unique nontrivial character

X of Ax/Fx which is trivial on the norm subgroup NE¡FAE . The Levi sub-

group of the maximal parabolic subgroup of G is isomorphic to GL(2), hence

nid/8) determines the induced G-module /(7t(ö/ö), x) ■ Finally the trivial
//-module lifts to the trivial G-module. This gives a complete description of
the image. Indeed, any a-invariant automorphic G-module which is not in the

above list, namely it does not have a trivial component, it is not cuspidal and

not of the form /(7c(0/0), x) > must be of the form /(tti , 1), namely normal-

izedly induced from a discrete-series GL(2, A)-module n\ with a trivial central

character, and such Z(7îi , 1) are not obtained by the lifting. Again, here in [IV]

all global statements are proven in the context of G-modules n with a local

component nv which is a lift (see below) of a square-integrable Hqv -module

7Tot, ; in [VI] these statements are extended to all n .
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The notion of lifting which we use is in fact a strong one, in terms of all

places. Namely we define local lifting of irreducible //„-modules to such Gv-

modules, and show that if 7to lifts to n, then nov lifts to nv for all places

v. The definition of local lifting, which is too complicated to recall here, is

formulated in terms of identities of characters of representations. It generalizes

the notion of lifting of unramified local representations described above. Yet
we will mention here that the character relations compare the twisted character

of nv , which is a cr-stable function, with the character of the packet of 7to„ ,

which is a stable function. The definitions imply that in the local lifting it is not

a single //„-module nov which lifts to nv , but it is the packet of 7to„ which

lifts. As usual, the packet of an Hv -module 7to„ is defined to be the set of

admissible irreducible //„-modules of the form n^v ig in GL(2, Fv)), where

n0ivih) = novig~lhg)  (A in Hv).

Given local packets Pv for each place « of F such that Pv contains an

unramified //„-module 7^ for almost all v, we define the global packet P

to be the set of //(A)-modules 0 7t0i, with 7to„ in Pv for all v and 7c0„

equivalent to n^ for almost all v . We say that the packet is automorphic, or

cuspidal, if it contains such a representation of //(A). In the case of G, more
generally for GL(«) and PGL(«), packets consist of a single term. We are now

in a position to state the main lifting theorem. The lifting defines a bijection from

the set of packets of cuspidal representations of //(A) to the set of a-invariant

GiA)-modules which are cuspidal or of the form I{ni8/8), x) ■ This permits the
transfer of two well-known theorems for G = PGL(3), to the context of H =

SL(2). The first is a rigidity theorem for cuspidal representation of SL(2). It

asserts that if 7to = 0 7to„ and 7r0 = 0 n'0v are cuspidal //-modules and 7to„ ̂

n'0v for almost all v , then 7to and n'0 define the same packet. The analogous

statement for G is proven in [JS]. The second application is multiplicity one

theorem for SL(2). It asserts that each cuspidal representation of SL(2, A)

occurs in the cuspidal spectrum of L(//) with multiplicity one. The analogous
statement for GL(n) is well known. Note that the rigidity theorem holds for
packets, but not for individual representations. There do exist two inequivalent

cuspidal //-modules which are equivalent almost everywhere.

Other corollaries to the lifting theorem assert that a cr-invariant cuspidal

G-module cannot have a component of the form Iinlv, 1), where 7ti„ is a

square-integrable representation of GL(2,/r„). Further, if 7r0 is a cuspidal

GL(2)-module with a local component /(i/¿ , v~l), t > 0, normalizedly induced

from the character (q *b) —> \a/b\'v of the upper triangular subgroup, then we

conclude as in [GJ] that t < \ . The estimate t < \ is easy, and the equality

/ = 0 is asserted by the Ramanujan conjecture for GL(2). As a final corollary

we note that for cuspidal no not of the form noip), since the L-function

L2is,no,x) is equal to Lis, n <g> /), where n is the lift of 7to, we conclude,
as noted above, that it is entire for each character x of Ax/Fx .

There are six papers [I], ... , [VI] in our Symmetric Square project, arranged

according to their logical interdependence. An attempt has been made to isolate

different ideas or techniques and make them as independent as possible. Their

contents are as follows. The basic definitions of local lifting of unramified and

ramified representations are given in [II]. To study the cr-invariant G-modules

n not obtained by the lifting we introduce in [II] the the map X\ : H -* G,
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where H = SL(2, C) is the dual group of H = PGL(2) = SO(3), in addition

to the map A0 : H0 -* G mentioned above. We then introduce the dual maps

X* : HG —► H, from the Hecke algebra H^ of spherical functions on G to the

Hecke algebras H, of //,   (/ = 0, 1).
These definitions are suggested by the work of [I], where the technical lo-

cal transfer needed for our study is discussed. There we define a norm map

y = Nô from the set of stable cr-conjugacy classes of ¿5 in GiF) to the set

of stable conjugacy classes of y in //(F). We transfer smooth compactly sup-

ported functions f, on G(FV) to such fov on HiFv). The definition is based

on matching stable orbital integrals. Similar discussion is carried out for the

transfer from G to //j . Proposition 4.5 of [I] asserts that the unit elements

Jqv of Ho and ^ of H have matching (stable) orbital integrals. The proof

there, due to Langlands, uses buildings. It will be interesting to find a simpler

proof for it. The analogous statement of (unstable) transfer of f® to the unit

element Jfv of Hi, namely that they have matching orbital integrals, can be

proven by analogous local proof (this has recently been done in [J]), and it is

reduced in [V] to the global statement (implicit in [V, Proposition 6], but not

yet proven independently) that: any cr-invariant cuspidal G-module n has no

local component of the form nv = /(7Ti„ , 1), where 7ti„ is a trivial or square-
integrable //i„-module, at any finite place v of odd residual characteristic. The

results of [I] are summarized in its introduction.
In [III] we give the global tool for the study of the lifting, an identity of

trace formulae. First we compute the trace formula for G(A) twisted by the

outer automorphism a. Since a does not leave all parabolic subgroups of G

invariant, we have to introduce in [Fi ] a modification of the truncation used by

Arthur to obtain the trace formula. The subsequent computation of the twisted

trace formula was carried out in [CL], from which we quote (in [III, §2]), the

contribution from the Eisenstein series. Thus in [III] we compute explicitly all
terms in the twisted formula, stabilize it, and compare it with a sum of trace

formulae for H = SL(2) and Hi = PGL(2). The formulae in [III] are greatly
simplified by the introduction of regular functions (see below).

In [IV, §1], we give an approximation argument to deduce from the global

identity of trace formulae the local (hence also global) results. It is a new

argument. It replaces the technique of [L], which relies on the theory of spherical

functions. The new argument is based on the usage of what we call regular

functions, which are not spherical but in fact lie in the Hecke algebra with

respect to an Iwahori subgroup. Their main property is that they both isolate

the representations with a vector fixed by an Iwahori subgroup and their support

is easy to control and work with, in contrast to that of spherical function. The

approximation (or separation) argument given here applies in any rank one

situation (since there are only finitely many reducibility points of principal series

representations in this case) and does not use spherical functions at all, except

the case where fov is the unit element f^ of H0 and fv is the unit element in

HG , which is recorded in [I, §4]. For further comments see the lines preceding

Proposition 1.8.2 below.

In deriving the main theorems in [IV, §2], we use the immediate twisted

analogue of Kazhdan's fundamental study of characters [K]. This is formulated

in [II, §3]; it is not proven here since the proof is entirely parallel to that of [K]
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and requires no new ideas (cf. [F3] in the case of any reductive group). The

only nonimmediate result needed to twist [K] is the analogue of [K, Appendix].

This is done in [F3, (1.4)], in general; the special case needed in this paper is
done here in [IV, (1.8)].

In [III, §3.7], together with [IV, (1.6.3)], we give a new argument for the

comparison of trace formulae for functions f = (£)fv such that the transer

flu of /„ vanishes for some u. This new argument uses the regular functions

mentioned above to annihilate the undesirable terms in the trace formula. It

replaces the technique of [L], which relies on the computations of singular and

weighted orbital integrals and the study of their asymptotic behaviour, and the

correction technique of [F0]. In [VI] this argument is pursued to give a simple

proof of the comparison of trace formulae for all test functions /. Thus in [IV]
we deal only with automorphic //-modules with an elliptic component, but in

[VI] we deal with all cuspidal //-modules.
The method of [VI] establishes by simple means trace formulae comparisons

in other rank one situations. This method may generalize to deal with groups

of arbitrary rank and give a simple proof of any trace formulae comparisons for

general test functions, but we do not do this here. It affords a simple proof of

the base-change lifting for GL(2) (see [F5]), and its analogues for the quasi-split

unitary groups £/(2, E/F) and t/(3, E/F). See [F'], where the automorphic

and admissible representations of J7(2), £/(3) are classified, and compared

with those of the related general linear groups, and both rigidity and multiplic-

ity one theorems for Í7(2), C/(3), are proven. Perhaps it should be noted here

that the approach of [F']—reducing the study of the representation theory of

C/(3, E/F) to base-change lifting to GL(3, E)—was found by direct analogy
with the techniques of the present paper, whose publication was delayed (for no

good reason). Shortly before [F'J was written, reference [25] in Langlands [Lj]

claimed to have established the endoscopie lifting from i/(2) to C/(3) by sta-
bilizing the trace formula for f/(3) alone. But such a technique is conceptually

insufficient for that purpose, as explained in [F'3, §4.6, p. 562].

Our results and some of the techniques are described in [F2]. The present

work is an expanded version of the preliminary draft [Fi].

1. Approximation

1.1. Lifting. Let G be a reductive group over a number field F with an

anisotropic center. Let L = LiGiF) \ G(A)) denote the space of slowly increas-

ing functions y/ on G(F) \ G(A) with standard conditions of right invariance

(see, e.g. [BJ, (4.2)]. The group G(A) acts on L by irig)y/)ih) - vihg) ■ An
automorphic representation is an irreducible invariant subquotient, in the sense

of [BJ, (4.6)], of L. Denote by L0 the subspace of all cuspidal functions y/ in

L. The space L0 decomposes as a direct sum of irreducible invariant represen-

tations, called cuspidal. Every irreducible representation of G(A) factors as a

restricted product n = 0 nv over all primes v of local admissible irreducible
representations nv . For almost all places nv is unramified.

Put G = PGL(3), H = H0 = SL(2), H = PGL(2). By a discrete-series rep-
resentation of any of these groups we mean a cuspidal or one-dimensional auto-

morphic representation. The notion of local lifting for unramified representa-

tions with respect to the dual-groups homomorphisms X0: H -* G, Ai : H —> G
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is defined in [II, (1.6)]. It was generalized to deal with any local representa-

tion and formulated in terms of characters in [II, (2.3) and (2.6)]. We write

nv = Xjinjv) when niv lifts to nv with respect to X¡.

1.1.1. Normalization. Let n = 0 nv be a a-invariant representation of G(A).

Namely n is equivalent to the representation "nig) = niag) of G(A). Then

there exists an intertwining operator A on the space of n with Anig)A~x =

niag) for all g in G(A). Assume that n is irreducible. Then by Schur's

lemma the operator A2, which interwines n with itself, is a scalar which we

normalize to be equal to 1. Fix a nontrivial additive character y/ of A mod F .

Denote by y/ the character of the upper triangular unipotent subgroup /V(A),

defined by ^(«) = y/(x + z) > where

/I   x   y\
n=    0    1    z    .

\0   0    l)

Note that (¿/(cm) = ^(«). Assume that n is nondegenerate, namely it can

be realized in a space of (Whittaker) functions W on G(A) which satisfy

Wingk) = vin)W(g) for all g in G(A), n in Ar(A), and k in a compact

open subgroup of G(A/), depending on W ; here A/ denotes the ring of finite
adeles; n acts by nig)Wih) = Wihg). Then an is nondegenerate and can be

realized in the space of functions aWig) = Wiag), W in the space of n. We

take A to be the operator on the space of n which maps W to a W.

This gives a normalization of the intertwining operator A, which is also

local in the following sense. Each component nv of n is nondegenerate and

can be realized in a space of Whittaker functions Wv (with Wvinvgvky) =

Vvinv)Wvigv), where y/v is the restriction of y/ to Nv = Ar(/r„)). Moreover,

each W is a finite linear combination of products 0 Wv ; where for almost all

v the component Wv is the (unique up to a scalar multiple) unramified (i.e.,

right Kv — G(/?„)-invariant) Whittaker function. Now we can write A as a

product 0 Av over all places, where Av is the operator intertwining nv with

anv , which maps Wv to a Wv . This is the normalization of the local operators

used below. We put 7t„(ct) = Av , and nvifv x a) for the operator nv(fv)Av ,

when nv is a nondegenerate representation.

In the special case when nv is unramified, there exists a unique Whittaker

function Wv in the space of nv with respect to y/v (provided y/v is unrami-

fied), with Wvikv) = 1 for ky in Kv = G(/?„). It is mapped by 7c„(cr) = Av to
"Wv , which satisfies <TW/„(rC„) = 1 for all kv in Kv since Kv is cr-invariant.

Namely Av maps the unique Kv -fixed vector Wv in the space of nv to the

unique A^-fixed vector aWv in the space of anv , and we have aWv = Wv .

Hence Av acts as the identity on the Kv -fixed vectors, and our local normal-

ization is the one used in the study of spherical functions in [II, §1.2].
We take 7r(cr) to be the identity if n is the trivial representation of G(A).

If

n = 7(1 ; P, G) = {</>: G(A) -> C; <p(pg) = ôxp12ip)<pig), g e G(A),p e P(A)}

is the G(A)-module normalizedly induced from the trivial representation of the

maximal parabolic subgroup P of G of type (2, 1) (<5/> is the modular func-
tion of P), then the conjugate representation an is the induced /(l ; "P, G)
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from the trivial representation of the parabolic " P of type (1,2). In this case

we define 7t(cr) by inia)<f>)ig) = <t>iog).

1.2. Definition. The automorphic representation 7r, = 07r;„ of//¡(A) iquasi-)

lifts to the automorphic representation n = ®nv of G(A) if nv = Xjin¡v) for

(almost) all v.

1.2.1. Example. Let 7Ti =07t1„ be an automorphic representation of//j (A).

Let 7t = 07T„ be the representation /(7ti) of G (A) normalizedly induced from

the representation n\ ® 1 of its maximal parabolic subgroup P = MN. Note

that the Levi factor M of P is isomorphic to GL(2, A) and n\ defines a

representation of M which is trivial on the center. Then n is irreducible, and

also cr-invariant, since (1) "n is the representation /(äi) induced from the

contragredient ñ\ of n\, (2) ñ\ is equivalent to n\, being a representation of

H = PGL(2). We have that n¡ quasi-lifts to n by virtue of [II, (1.6)].

1.2.2. Example. Let F be a local or global field. Let K be a quadratic exten-

sion of F . Put Ck for the Weil group WK/K (it is isomorphic to Kx if AT is

local, and to AK/KX if K is global). Put CXK for the kernel of the norm map

from CK to CF. Similarly we have Kx and Aj^. Note that AXK/KX ~ CK.

The Weil group WK/F is an extension of GaliK/F) by Ck ■ It can be described

as the group generated by the z in Ck and t with t2 in CF -NK/FCk , under

the relation xz — ~zx ; the bar indicates the action of the nontrivial element of

GaliK/F).
Let 8 be a character of Ck ■ The projective two-dimensional induced rep-

resentation /(Ö) = lnd(0 ; WK/k , WK/F) of WK/F in the dual group H =

PGL(2, C) of H = SL(2) can be realized as

%3:Í   0      8iz-))xz>     X^{-1    0)XT-

It depends only on the restriction of 6 of CK . Denote by x the nontrivial
(quadratic) character of CF whose kernel is NK/FCk ■

If F is local and 8 = 8 (Ö is the character defined by f?(z) = 0(z) for
all z), then there is a character /z of Cf with 0(z) = /x(7Vz)(7Vz = zz). We

define the representation 7t(ö) of GL(2, F) associated with 6 , or /(0) , to be

the induced representation Iiß, ßx) ■ Also we define the packet {7to} = {7to(ö)}
of representations of //(F) associated with /(Ö) to be the set of irreducible

subquotients of the representations (normalizedly) induced from the character

(p *, ) —* xia) °f the Borel subgroup. It consists of two elements. In this case

{7to(0)} is independent of 8 since 8 is trivial on CK .
If F is global, for almost all places v of F the character 8 is unramified,

and then at an inert v we have 8V = 1 on Kx. At v which splits in K/F
the restriction of /(Ö) to WKy/Fy is a direct sum of two characters, and this

defines a representation induced from the Borel subgroup, again denoted by

7t(0„) or {noi8v)} (a packet in the case of //(F„)). It is well known (see, e.g.,

[LL]) that there exists an automorphic representation 7to(0) of SL(2, A) whose

components for (almost) all v are in the above {7to(ö„)} .
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Applying the map Xq = Sym2 to /, we get the representation

z->idiz/z), 1, 8(z/z))xz,    T

of WK/F in G = SL(3, C). It is the direct sum of the two-dimensional repre-

sentation lnd(0(z/z) ; WK/k, WK/F) and the one-dimensional representation

x —> xix) °f WF/F, where x is the quadratic character of WF¡F associated
with the quadratic extension K/F by class field theory.

This direct sum parametrizes the representation n of G(A) induced from
the representation n* x x of a maximal parabolic P. Here n* = 7t*(0') is

a GL(2)-module, where we put 0'(z) = 8iz/~z). The representation n is cr-

invariant, since an is the representation induced from ñ* x x~x. But x is

of order two, and for our n* of the form n*id'), the contragredient n* is

n* ® x -n* [LL]. It follows from [II, (1.6)] that 7io quasi-lifts to n .

More generally, if 7to is an automorphic representation parametrized by a

map p : WF —> H, and n is one parametrized by the composition Xo° p of p

and Xo : H -» G, then it is clear that 7t0 quasi-lifts to n upon restricting p to
the local Weil group WFv. But it is not clear that given 7t0, there exists such n
which is the quasi-lift of 7to. For this we need to use the trace formula, which

yields also local lifting at all places and global lifting.

1.3.   Terms. To formulate the identity of traces of a-invariant representations

in L(G(F)\G(A)),in L(//(F)\//(A)) and L(//i(F)\//i(A)), with which we
study the lifting, we now describe the terms which appear in it.

/ = £PJtr7t„(/„ xa).
n     v

This sum is taken over all equivalence classes of discrete-series (see (1.1)) rep-

resentations n = 0 7t„ of G. The multiplicity one theorem for GL(3) is used

here to write this sum without multiplicities, as each equivalence class of n
consists of a single representation.

V = ££ntr/«((7t"(W> Xv); fv x a).
k   e   v

Here the first sum is over all quadratic extensions K of F , and / denotes the

quadratic character of Fx \AX whose kernel is NK/FiAK). The second sum

is over all characters z —► 8iz/z) of WK/k which are not of order 2, up to the

equivalence 8 ~ 8~x.

/" = £IItr/«(,/'^><(7)-
r¡     v

The sum is over unordered triples n = {x, ßX, ß} , where x > ß are characters

of WF/F of order 2 (not 1), and x ¥" ß- The induced representation Iin)
from the character r\ of the Borel subgroup can also be described in the form

/(7f(0/0), x). where z —► &iz/z) is as in /' but of order 2, and then there

exists a character ß of WF¡F of order 2 with 8iz/l) = ßizz).

h=Y^Yl^niifv),
*i
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and

/í = 2£IItr/''((,rh" O;/«* «O-

Both sums extend over the equivalence classes (consisting of a single element

each) of the discrete-series representations of H = PGL(2).

7o = £ mi{no})Y[tr{nov}ifov) ■
{n0} v

The sum ranges over almost all packets of discrete-series representations of H =

SL(2). A local packet {7To„} was defined in [II, (1.2)]. A global packet {710} is
defined if we are given a local packet Pv for all v , which contains an unramified

element n°,v for almost all v . It consists of all representations 0 7to„ with nov

in Pv for all v and 7to„ = n^v for almost all v . We say that {7to} is a discrete-

series packet if it contains an automorphic representation which appears in the

discrete-series, and a cuspidal packet if it contains a cuspidal representation. The

sum of /o ranges over all discrete-series packets {7r0} not of the form nid).

If {7to} consists of the one-dimensional representation, put m({7to}) = 1. It

is shown in [LL, (6.4)], that each element in a cuspidal packet {7to} not of the
form nid), is cuspidal. Moreover, if n'0 and n'¿ are two elements in such

{7to}, then their multiplicities min'0) and min'¿) in the cuspidal spectrum

L0(//(F)\//(A)) are equal and denoted by m({7r0}).

/o = ££IItr{7t°(0„)}(/o,).
k   e   v

K ranges over the quadratic extensions of F. The second sum ranges over

the characters z —> 8iz/1) of WK/k whose order is not (1 or 2), up to the

equivalence 8 ~ 8~x. Implicit in /0 and I'¿ is a result of [LL, (6.6), and (6.3)
with G' = H, A = AF = 1] which asserts that each member of {7to(0)} appears

in the discrete spectrum with multiplicity at most one.

7ö= £ ntr^o(ö„)}(/0,).
{l*,X,ßX}   v

The sum ranges over all packets {7to} of //(A) of the form {noi8)}, where

0 is a character of Kx \ AK with (0/0)2 = 1 but 0/0 ^ 1, where K is
a quadratic extension of F. Note that K defines a character x of Ax/Fx

of order 2, and since 0/0 = 0/0 there exists a character p of Ax/Fx of

order 2 (in particular unitary) with 8iz/~z) = ßizz), and ß ^ X ■ The packet

7to(0) is uniquely determined by the unordered triple {ß, x, ßX} of quadratic

characters.

1.1.1. Fix a representation nv of GiFv) for almost all v. The rigidity theorem

for GL(3, A) of [JS] implies that each of /, /{, /' and /" consists of at most

one entry n with the above components for almost all v, and, moreover, at

most one of the four terms has such an entry.

1.4. Lemma. Let F be a local field. Suppose n = Iin', p) is a a-invariant

representation of GiF) induced from a maximal parabolic subgroup, where n'

is a square-integrable representation of the 2x2 factor and ß is a unitary

character.   Then either ß = 1  and n'  is a representation nx   of HiF), or
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ß is a character of order 2 and n' is a representation of the form 7t(0/0) of

GL(2, F), where 0 is a character of the quadratic extension K of F determined
by p.

Remark. The lemma and its proof are valid also in the case where F is global

and n is an automorphic representation of G(A).

Proof. By definition of induction an is Iiñ', ß~x), where n' is the contra-

gredient of n'. Since Iin', p) is tempered, the square-integrable data in', p)

is uniquely determined. Hence, as Iin', p) is equivalent to Iiñ', ß~x), our

n' is equivalent to ñ' and ß = ß~x. The central character of n' is ß = ß~x

since n is a representation of PGL(3). If ß = 1 then n' is a representation

of GL(2, F) with a trivial central character. If ß ^ 1, since ñ' ~ n' ® ß we

have n' ~ n'<giß. This implies (by [LL]) that 7t' is parametrized by an induced

representation lnd(0'; WK, WF) of the Weil group WF . The central character

of 7^(0') is ß • 8'lfx , where 0'\Fx denotes the restriction of the character 0'
of Kx to Fx . On the other hand, this central character is equal to ß. Hence

0' = 1 on Fx , and there exists a character 0 on Kx with 0'(z) = 8iz/~z) (z

in Kx), as required.

1.5. Regularity. Let F be a nonarchimedean local field, n a positive integer,

ß a unitary character of AoiR) = {(a, a~x); \a\ = 1}; we denote by (a, b)

the diagonal matrix (g g). We write //, G for //(F), G(F), etc. Recall that

we write 0(y,/) or 0/(y) for the orbital integral of / at y, and F/(y) or
F(y,f) for A(y)0(y,/). Let « be a local uniformizer of F .

Definition. Let S be the open closed set of y in H which are conjugate to

ian", a~xn~") in //, where a lies in Z?x . The function f, is called regular

of type in, p) if /o is supported on 5" and F Han" , a~xn~"), f0) = ßia)~x

for every a in Rx . When /i = l we say that fo is regular of type n .

Analogous definition applies to f and /. For example, we say that / is

regular of type (n, ß) if the value of / at ô in G is zero unless ô is a-

conjugate to ian", 1, 1), and then F Han" , 1, 1), f) = ßia)~x.

1.5.1. Modules of coinvariants [BZ]. Let in, V) be an admissible G-module,

N the upper triangular subgroup, Vn the quotient of V by the span of n-v-v
in in N, v in V). It is an ,4-module, as A normalizes N. The associated

representation of A is denoted by 'n^, and we put n^ = ô~xl2'nri, where

ôia,b,c) = \a/c\2. Since n is a-invariant and N is a-invariant, V^ is
an A x (a)-module, and n^ is a a-invariant representation of A. It is an

admissible representation, studied in [BZ]. The function ô is introduced to

preserve unitarity [BZ, p. 444, last line]. Its character on A x a is denoted by

^(71^), so that

tr7rAr(/xa)=     fia)ixinN))ia)da,
Ja

for any smooth compactly supported function / on A . If n¡ are all of the irre-

ducible subquotients of n^ (repeated with multiplicities) which are equivalent

to their a-conjugates, then tr7r/v = ¡CftrTr,. The Deligne-Casselman theorem

[C] easily generalizes to our case, and asserts that Xniô) = xi'^if)io) (these are

the unnormalized characters), hence (A^)(<5) = Of (?!#))(<5), for ô = iab, 1, b)

with \a\ < 1 .
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Similar definitions hold for representations 7r0 of H. Again N is the upper

triangular subgroup (of H), 'n0N is defined as above and so is 7tojv, where

<5(a, a~x) = \a\2. The Theorem of [C], which is stated for the unnormalized

characters, implies that (A^0)(y) = ixinw))iy) at y = (a, a~x) with |a| < 1.

For any function f0 on H put

foNiy) = ôl'2iy) [      f Mk-Xynk)dndk.
Jh(r) Jn

1.5.2. Computation. Let f, be a regular function of type («, p), and 7r0 an

irreducible representation of H. Then, using the Weyl integration formula (see

[II]), we have

tr7T0(/o) = tr7c0iv(/o^) = -z /  ;f(7T0v)(a)F(a, fQ)da
¿ Ja0

= [     xinoN)iian",a-xn-"))p-xia)da.
Ja0(r)

If p is ramified, that is, p ^ 1, then tr noifo) vanishes unless 7To is a subquo-

tient of the induced representation Ioiß') °f H, in the notations of [II, (2.8)],

where p' is a character of A0 a¡ Fx with p' = p on .¿o(-R) - Rx ■ Then

Cr(*cw))(a, a-1) = A/'(fl) + /AO,

and tr7t0(/o) is equal to iß')in") unless /i2 = 1 on ^40(/?). If ß2 = 1 but

/¿'2 t¿ 1 then /o(/^') is irreducible and tr7t0(/o) is equal to z" + z~", where

z = ß'in"). If /¿'2 = 1 but ß' ^ 1 then /o(/¿') is reducible and tr noifo) =

ß'in"), where 7to is any of the two irreducible quotients of Ioiß') ■

Suppose that ß = 1. In this case, if tr noifo) ¥" 0 then 7c0 is a constituent of

Ioiß') where ß' is unramified. Hence 7t0 has a nonzero vector fixed under the

action of an Iwahori subgroup, by [B', Lemma 4.7]. We have tr(/o(/¿'))C/o) =

ß'in") + ß'inn)~~x , and this is the value of tr7Co(/o) when Ioiß') is irreducible.

Reducibility occurs when z = ß'in) is equal to q = |ít|_1 , a-1 or -1. If

z = o or q~x, then the composition series of Ioiß') consists of the trivial
representation 1 and the special representation sp. Then ixlifo) = q" and

trsp(^o) = q~" . If z = -1 then Ioiß') is the direct sum of two irreducibles

7To, and tr7to0/o) = (-1)" for each of them.

1.5.3. Twisted computation. Let / be a regular function of type (n, p), and

n a a-invariant irreducible representation of G. The twisted Weyl integration

formula (see [II]) implies that

trp{fx a) = /   ixinN))iian" ,1,1) x a)p~xid)da,
Jr*

and this does not vanish only when n is a subquotient of a representation lip')

of G induced from a character p1 = ipx, p2, p2) of A, such that there is a
character 'p of Fx with 'p = p on Rx and ¿u'(a> b, c) = ß\ia)ß2ib)ß-iic) is

equal to 'pia/c). Namely p' = i'p, 1, 'p~l). As in [II], xinN)iia, b, c) x a)

is the sum of 'pia/c) and 'pic/a).  Put z = 'pin").  Then trIip')if x a)

is equal to z" , unless p2 = 1 when it is equal to z" + z~" .  These are the

values of tr7t(/x a) if 7t lies in irreducible lip'). But the list of (1.4) and the

reduciblility results of [BZ] imply that if /(//') is (a-invariant and) reducible,
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then lip') is /(v-1, 1, v) or Iixv~x¡2, 1, Z^1/2), where x is a character

of Fx with ;f2 = 1, and z/ denotes the character vix) = \x\. Then p = 1

or p = x (respectively), and tr/(//')(/ x a) = z" + z~" , and z equals o or

qxl2Xiit) ; /(ä) equals 1 or -1. In the first case, where z = q , the composition

series of /(/*') consists of (1) the trivial representation 1, and tr 1(/ x a) =

q" ; (2) the Steinberg representation st, and trst(/ x a) — q~" ; and some

other non-a-invariant irreducibles. In the second case, where z = xin)Q^2 >

the composition series of lip') consists of two a-invariant irreducibles. Let

sp(;f) and l(;f) denote the special and one-dimensional subquotients of the

induced representation Iivxl2, v~x¡2)®x of GL(2). Let P denote a maximal

proper parabolic subgroup of G ; its Levi factor is isomorphic to GL(2). Then

the composition series of lip') consists of the irreducibles //>(sp(;f), 1) and
Ip{lix), I) induced from P,and

tr(/P(sp(;f), 1))(/ x a) = z'" ,        tr(/P(10f), 1))(/ x a) = z" .

It is clear that when p = 1 and tr nif x a) ^ 0, then the irreducible n has a

vector fixed by the action of an Iwahori subgroup, again by [B', Lemma 4.7].

1.6. Comparison. Let F be a global field. Suppose that / = ® fv and f —
0 fv are products of smooth compactly supported functions fv and fiv on

GiFv) and //¡(F„). Suppose f, and fiv are the unit elements f® and ffv

in the Hecke algebras H and H, [II, (1.2)] of GiFv) and Z/,(F„) for almost
all v . Suppose that fiv = X*ifv) for all v in the notations of [I, §3], namely

Í>¥(r5) = Oí (y) whenever y — Nô, and a similar statement of matching

orbital integrals for f\v . It is shown in [I, §3] that for each fv there exists

fv and for each fiv there exists fv with fiv = X*ifv), and in [I, §4] that

fo°v - K(fv) • Since it has not been shown as yet that Jfv = X\if$) (this is done

in [J]) we make the following restriction on /. Denote by <P^?* the unstable

orbital integral of fv defined in [I, (3.5)].

1.6.1. Restriction. There is a place u' of F such that 0/?6((5) = 0 for all

a-regular ô in GiFv) at v = u' ; note that u' can be archimedean or nonar-
chimedean.

Recall that ô is called a-regular (resp. a-elliptic, a-split) if y = A7^ is
regular (resp. elliptic, split) in //(F„), where N is the norm map defined in [I].

Under this restriction we can choose fu , to be 0, hence f = 0 fv to be

0, and h = 0. Consequently, we do not need to know that ffv = X^if®) for
almost all v.

Fix a finite place u (^ «') of F. Fix fv , fov for all v ^ u to be matching

as in (1.6) such that (1.6.1) is satisfied at «'. Put f" = 0/„, ffi = 0/Ow
(product over v ^ u). Proposition 3.5 of [III] asserts

1.6.2. Lemma. There exists an absolutely integrable function diz) on the unit
circle in Cx , and a positive integer n' depending on fu, f0u, such that if fu,

fou are regular of type n, n > ri, then

z+i/'+ir+i/í _/0-i/¿_i/»_i/1 = /,

where

J = f diz)iz" + z~")dxz,        \z\ = 1.
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Indeed, trloip, fu) — z" + z " , where z = pin).

Remark. As the one-dimensional representation which appears in Iq lifts to the

one-dimensional representation in /, we may assume that / and /o consist of

cuspidal representations only.

1.6.3.   Proposition.  J is equal to 0.

Proof. The sum of the /'s on the left of / can be written as

£ aiz1/ + zj") + a0qn + axq~n + a2q"'2 + a^q-"'2 + a^-qx'2)" + a5(-<T1/2)" ,

i

where a¡ and c, are complex numbers, the sum is absolutely convergent, and

c¡ is a sum of trnuif" x a), tr^g^") etc. with coefficient 1,4 or \, over

the nu, ... such that n = nu ® nu, ... appears in the sum of 2, ... , where

nu = lip') determines z, as in (1.5.2), (1.5.3) (with p = 1). Here z, ^

q, q~x, qxl2, q~xl2, -qxl2, -q~x¡2. We shall use the following comments. All

representations in the trace formula have unitary components. Hence each z;

lies in the compact subset X' = X\q) in C which is the union of the unit

circle \z\ = 1 and the real segments q~x < z < q and q~x < -z < q. Let

X = Xiq) be the quotient of X' by the equivalence relation z~x ~ z. Then

X is a compact Hausdorff space. Let B = 5(<?) be the space spanned over C

by the functions /„(z) = z" + z~" on X, where n > 0. It is closed under

multiplication, contains the scalars, and separates points of X. Moreover, if /

lies in B then its complex conjugate / does too. Hence the Stone-Weierstrass

theorem implies the following

Lemma. B is dense in the sup norm in the space of complex-valued continuous

functions on X.

Put Fniz) = q2fn+3iz) - qfn+2iz) - qf„+\iz) + /„(z). Since the sum over

/ and the integral J are absolutely convergent, (1.6.2) implies that for every

n > n' we have

YJCiFnizi) + aoFniq) + a2Fniqxl2) + a,Fni-qxl2)= f diz)F„iz)dxz.

i J

Had we replaced q by q~x in the definition of F„(z), the ao, a2, a* here

would be replaced by a\,a-i,a$. We write the left side here in the form

2^I>0¿>;F„(z,), where now the z, are distinct elements in X. The sum ranges

over all i > 0 such that b,■ ̂ 0. Our aim is to show that the sum is empty.

Suppose that it is not empty.

We first show that |z,| = 1 for all i. If this is false, we may assume that

z0 > 1. Let n" > n' be an odd integer. For every n > 0 we obtain from (1.6.2)

the identity

£¿,F„"(z,)/„(z,3«") =  i diz)F':iz)fnizi"")dz.
¿>0 J

Writing tj for the distinct z]"" , and t for z3"" , we obtain (for every n > 0)

(*) £*//.('/)=/        d'it)fnit)dt.
TTn J\t\=i
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The sum ranges over distinct points of Xiq3""). We have b'0 = ¿>oF,"(z0) ¿ 0

since Fn^izo) ^ 0 and z3/1" ̂  z3"" for all z,. We may assume that b'0 = 1.

The absolute convergence of the sum and integral implies that there is c > 0

with L=1 \d'it)\ dt <c, and for each e > 0 there is m > 0 so that ¿Zj>m l*/l <

e. The Lemma implies that there is / in Biq3"") with /(in) = 1 which

is bounded by 2 on Ar(^3""), whose value at t\, ... , tm and on \t\ = 1 is

very small. Evaluating the linear function (*) at /, which is a finite linear

combination of /„'s we conclude that ¿»o = b'0 = 0.

We know that |z,| = 1 for all i. Let S be the quotient of the unit circle 5"

by the relation z ~ z~x. In particular, oq, ... , a¡ are zero, and we can write

the identity of (1.6.2) in the form

(**) £¿//„(z,)= f d{z)fH{z)d*z;
i>0 J

z and z, are in S. Arguing as above we have c > 0 with f ,, \diz)\dz < c,

and m > 0 with JZoml^'l < e- Moreover there is / in ß with /(z0) = 1

which is bounded by 2 on 5, whose value outside of a small neighborhood of

zo is small. The only problem is that (**) holds only when n > n'. But this

is easy to overcome. Take k larger than the sum of n' and the degree of /,

such that Zq is close to one. Then \zk + z~k\ < 2 on S, and we can apply

(**) with /„ replaced by giz) = fiz)izk + z~k) to obtain a contradiction to

¿>o # 0. This establishes the proposition.

1.7.   Proposition. Let V be a finite set of places of F including the archimedean

places. Fix a conjugacy class tv in H for all v outside V. For any choice of

matching /„ and /o„   (= X^if,)) for v in V which satisfy restriction (1.6.1)

we have

(1.7.1) / + !/' + \I" + \I\ =I0 + \l'o + \I'¿ + \h ,

where I, Io, ■■■ are defined by products over v in V only, the sums in I, Iq, ...

are taken only over n, {no}, ... whose component at v outside V is unrami-

fied and parametrized by the conjugacy class Xoitv) in G or tv in H.

Proof. The proof of (1.6.2) applied inductively to the elements in a set U of

places outside V, implies that ^¡c,:Xlfovitiv) = 0, where the product ranges

over v outside V u U, the sum is over all sequences {i,„ ; v outside V} in H

with tiv = tv for v in U, and c¡ is defined by the difference of the left and

right sides of (1.7.1) (corresponding to the sequence {/,„}). We have to show

that Ci = 0 for all i. Suppose Co ̂  0. Choose a positive m with X) N < 5 ko I
(sum over i > m), and a set U disjoint from V so that for each I < i < m

there is u in U with tiu ^ tu. Applying (*) with this U and with f¡£ = 1

(thus /o„ = fov) for all v outside V U U, we obtain a contradiction which

proves the proposition.

1.7.2. Theorem. Under the conditions of (1.7) at most one of the sums 1,1',

I", I[ is nonempty, and consists of a single summand.

Proof. This follows from the rigidity theorem of [JS].

1.7.3. Corollary. Fix a nonarchimedean u in V and an irreducible Hu-module

n'0u which is not super cuspidal. Then ( 1.7.1 ) holds where the products in I, Io, ...
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range only over v ^ u in V, and the sums in I, lo, ...  are the subsums of

those specified in (1.7) where {no} has the above component {n'0u} at u, and n

has component nu which lies in the induced representation of Gu which is the

lift of the induced representation Ioip') of Hu containing n'0u .

Proof. Denote by p the restriction of p' to 'Rx . The case of ß = 1 is dealt

with in Proposition 1.6.2 (or (1.7)). That of ß2 — 1 is the same. If ß2 ^ 1 let

f¿u be a regular function of type in, p), and consider f0u = f¿u+fou; note that

f'0u is of type in,ß~x). Then tmouifou) vanishes unless nou is irreducible

and induced Ioi'ß) from a character 'ß of Fx - Aqu whose restriction to

Rx is p, then trnouifou) equals z" + z~" for a suitable z. As the same

observations apply on the twisted side, applying the Stone-Weierstrass theorem

as in (1.6.2) the corollary follows.

It is convenient to rewrite (1.7.1) in the form

(1.7.4) £«(7r)JJtr7r„(/„ x a) = £ ni{n0})l[tr{n0v}ifov).
n v {n0} v

On the left the sum ranges over a set of a-invariant automorphic representations

of G(A), not necessarily in the discrete spectrum, specified in (1.3). The sum

on the right is over automorphic packets {7to} of //(A). The coefficients are

either \ , \ or integers. The products are taken over v in V, as specified in

(1.7) and (1.7.3).

1.7.5. Corollary. Suppose w in V is such that each nw in (1.7.4) is a lift of

some {ttou,}. Fix a packet {n'ç^} . Then (1.7.4) (or (1.7.1)) remains valid if

w is omitted from the products over v , and the sums are taken over {no} with

component {n'0w} at w and n with components Xoi{n'0w}) at w.

Proof. Our assumption implies that (1.7.1) can be expressed in the form

£ ci{now})tr{now}ifow) = 0,

{now}

since it is shown in [I, §3], that for each fow there is a matching fw (with fow -

X^ifu,)). If {now} contains a square-integrable representation then we take fow

to be a pseudo-coefficient and conclude that the corresponding coefficient is zero.

Hence we may assume that each {now} in the sum is the set of (one or two)

constituents of an induced representation Ioipw) • Since the sum is absolutely

convergent, the argument of (1.6.3) implies that the coefficients are all zero, as

required.

1.7.6. Lemma. ( 1 ) The conclusion of i 1.7.5) holds at a complex place w of F.

(2) If F is totally imaginary then (1.7.1) holds where all archimedean places

are omitted iin the sense o/(1.7.5)) from V ; then the sums in (1.7.4) are finite

for a fixed choice of fov, fv  (f in V, v ^ oo).

Proof. (1) Let n be an irreducible admissible a-invariant representation of
G(C) which appears as a component at a complex place of an automorphic rep-

resentation on the left of (1.7.4). Since the trivial representation of //(A) lifts
to the trivial representation of G(A), we may assume that either (i) n is nonde-

generate, in which case it is induced from a character of a Borel subgroup, hence

it is the lift of an induced no ; here we use the description [Vo, Theorem 6.2(f)],
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of nondegenerate (= large) representations of G(C) ; or (ii) n is induced from

the trivial representation of a maximal proper parabolic subgroup. Note that

Cx has no characters of order two. Indeed, any automorphic representation

of G(A) which appears in /, /' or /" and is not one-dimensional, is either

nondegenerate (and each of its local components is nondegenerate), or it is in-

duced from a one-dimensional representation of a maximal parabolic subgroup.

In case (ii) n is a constituent of a representation n' of G(C) induced from a

Borel subgroup. Well-known results concerning GL(2, C)-modules assert that

n' has a composition series of length two which consists of the irreducible n

and a G(C)-module n" which is also induced from a Borel subgroup, n' is

the lift of n'0, and n" of n'¿, where n'0, n'¿ are induced representations of

//(C). Then tr7t(/ x a) = tr7t0(/o) - tr7t0'(./ö) for all matching /0, /, and

(1.7.5) applies. Namely in case (ii) we have not verified the assumption of

(1.7.5) (which is false since n is neither Ao({7r0}) nor Xoi{n'0}), but showed

that the proof of (1.7.5) applies nevertheless. Note that for each fo on //(C)

there is a matching / on G(C), e.g. by [I, §3].
For (2), the sums are finite by a theorem [BJ, 4.3(i), p. 195] which asserts

that there are only finitely many automorphic representations n of G(A) with

a fixed infinitesimal character and a C-fixed vector; C is an open compact

subgroup of G(A/), and A/ denotes the finite adeles. The conditions of this
theorem are satisfied in our case since we fixed the archimedean components

of the n and the 7to, and we choose f, (i> ̂  oo) to be invariant under such

fixed C.

1.8. Density. For a global function / whose components at u', u" are sup-

ported on the a-elliptic regular set, the twisted trace formula takes the form
(see [III, (3.2.5)]).

(1.8.1) /+I/' + I/" + i/í=£Cyí>/(£5).

{«5}

The sum is over all conjugacy classes of elements ô in GiF) whose norm

y = Nô in //(F) is elliptic regular. The cy are volume factors, see [III,

(1.2.1)]. The sum is finite. With analogous conditions on />, the stable trace

formula for H takes the form

/o + i/ó + i/o-' = £c/I>5!(y).
W

The sum is over all stable conjugacy classes of elliptic regular elements in //(F).

The Cy are as above and the sum is again finite. The following is a twisted

analogue of Kazhdan [K, Appendix].

Proposition. Suppose that trnuifu x a) — 0 for all admissible nu iwhich are the

component at u of the n which make a contribution (1.8.1)). Then the twisted

orbital integral Q>fuiô) of fu is 0 for all ô in GiFu).

Proof. By virtue of [I, §3] it suffices to consider only a-regular ô. Since GiF)

is dense in GiFu) and Q>fuiô) is smooth, it suffices to show that in each neigh-

borhood of ô in GiFu) there exists a a-regular ôo in GiF) with (^(ág) = 0.

We choose such ¿o which is a-elliptic at the places u', u" . We choose / whose
components at u', u" are supported on the a-regular elliptic set, so that (1.8.1)

holds, such that the component of / at u is our fu , and ^(¿o) ^ 0 for all
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v ,¿ u. The assumption of the lemma implies that J2ig\ Cy$>fio) = 0. The sum

ranges over all a-conjugacy classes of a-elliptic regular ô in GiF). Since /

is compactly supported it is clear that the eigenvalues of Nô lie in a finite set

(depending on /). These eigenvalues determine the stable a-conjugacy class

of ô. By [I, Corollary 1.5], we may restrict the support of /" = 0„^M/„ to

have <P/U(tf") = 0 for all ô in the sum unless ô is a-conjugate to ¿Yj. Since

<D/a(t5o) 5¿ 0 and 0/(¿o) = 0, and cy ± 0, it follows that O/u(r50) = 0, as
required.

We shall now adapt the above techniques to show that corresponding spherical

functions have matching stable orbital integrals. However we do not use this

result in our work. Our method is new. It is based on the usage of regular

functions. {Perhaps it should be noted that the present paper was written in

1985, but its publication was delayed. Its method was extended in [FK and F4]

to deal with groups of general rank. As noted in [F6, p. 3], there is a gap in [F4].

I wish to thank J.-P. Labesse for filling in this gap (by Proposition 8, p. 525, in
Duke Math. J. 61 (1990); he also reports that the method was known to him

decades ago ... )}. We checked—but did not write up—that this result can also
be proven by a method of Clozel, which is global too (as in [K, Appendix]), but

relies instead on properties of spherical, not Iwahori, functions. In fact Clozel

writes in [Cl, p. 151, line 3], that his method is the one used in this work. But

his assertion is wrong, and in more than one sense. It is said that Langlands

proved the matching statement (unpublished; we have not seen this manuscript)

by combinatorics on buildings. In any case our method is the simplest.

As in [I, (3.1)], and [II], we write Aq(/) = f, if / and fo are matching (have

matching stable orbital integrals), and Xoif) = fo if / and fo are corresponding
spherical functions (see [II, §1]; they satisfy tr7t(/ x a) - tr7To(io) for all

unramified 7to and n with n = Xoino)).

1.8.2. Proposition. For each f in H we have X^if) = fo if X^if) = fo-

Proof. As in (1.8) it suffices to consider a a-regular ôo in GiF) which is a-

elliptic at u', u", choose /" = 0 fv (t> ̂  u) whose components at u', u"
satisfy (1.6.1) and are supported on the a-regular set, with <£>st(r5o, /") / 0.

The component at u is taken to be a regular function of any type n. The

function fo — fo" ^ fou is taken in a parallel fashion, so that /, fo have

matching orbital integrals. Hence

(1.8.3) £c,Ost(ö, fo) = £cyDst(tf, /),

where the sums over stable conjugacy classes are finite. Recall from [I, §1], that

the norm map is a bijection from the set of stable a-conjugacy classes in GiF),

to the set of stable conjugacy classes in //(F). By (1.8.1) we obtain (1.7.1),
which we write as in the proof of (1.6.2) in the form

(1.8.4) £c(7r0li)tr7rOM(/oM) = 0    or     £c,(zf+ zr») = 0.

As in (1.6.2) we conclude that the coefficients c,, or c{nou), are zero. In partic-

ular we can take the subsum in (1.8.4) over spherical 7to« only, and it is equal

to zero also when />„ , fu are replaced by corresponding spherical functions as

in our proposition. Hence we obtain (1.8.3) where />„ , /„ are now correspond-

ing spherical functions. As the sums are finite we can reduce the support of the
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component fou<, so that the only entry to the sums in (1.8.3) is Ôq . Indeed, a

stable a-conjugacy class ô is determined by the eigenvalues of ôaiô). Since

^K^o » /") is nonzero by construction, we have <Pst(¿o > fu) = Q^iNôo, fou)

for all a-regular ô0 (in GiF), hence in GiFu)), as asserted.

1.9. Suppose that F is local, G is a reductive group over F, n is an ad-
missible representation of G, C is a compact open subsgroup of Fx , /is

the quotient of the characteristic function of C by the volume \C\ of C with

respect to the measure which appears in the definition of trnif).

Lemma, tr nif) is equal to the dimension of the space of C-fixed vectors in n,
namely it is a nonnegative integer.

Proof,  nif) is the projection on the space of C-fixed vectors in n .

1.9.1. Definition. Let / be a reductive group over a local field, n a square-

integrable /-module, and / a smooth compactly supported (modulo center)

function on /. Then / is called a pseudo-coefficient of n if tr7t(/) = 1 and

tr7t'(/) = 0 for any irreducible tempered /-module n' inequivalent to n .

The existence of pseudo-coefficients for H = SL(2) is well known. Their

existence for any p-adic group is proven in Kazhdan [K, Theorem K].

It is illuminating to record here some results of [LL] concerning the sum Io ,

or the discrete spectrum of L(//(F)\//(A)).

1.9.2. Lemma. Every automorphic icuspidal) representation no of //(A) is

contained in an automorphic icuspidal) representation ñ of GL(2, A). If ñ

and ñ' contain no then ñ' = co ® ft for a character œ of Ax . If ñ contains
n and n' then n' = nh for some h in GL(2, A), where nhig) = nih~xgh).

Proof. The first assertion follows from [LL, Lemma 6.2], and the other two

are properties of induction, verified in [LL, Lemmas 2.4, 2.5]. Let us recall an

argument for the first claim. Extend 7io to an automorphic representation of

//'(A), //' = ZH, by extending the central character of 7to to ZiF) \ Z(A) ;

Z denotes here the center of GL(2). Put ft = Ind(FKo ; //'(A), /7(A)), H =
GL(2). Here the space Vno of 7to is a space of automorphic forms. Define

a linear functional /: Vno —► C by liy/) = v(l). Note that ¡iniy)nig)y/) -

Viyg) = Vig) — ¡inig)y/) f°r all y in //'(F) since y/ is automorphic. It

suffices to construct an embedding of the space Vn of ft into L(//(F)\/7(A)).

The induced representation ft operates by right translation in the space V% of

functions /: //(A) -» Vno which are compactly supported modulo //'(A) and

satisfy fisg) = nois)fig) is in //'(A), g in /7(A)). Define a functional L

on the space of ft by

«/>-  E  '(/(S ?))■

The sum converges since / is compactly supported modulo //'(A), and as

Uñig)f) = EWU?)*)) and l is ^'(^)-invariant, it follows that L is

//(F)-invariant. The map intertwining Vn and LiHiF) \ //(A)) is defined

by / —> 4>fig) = L(ft(g)/). It is clearly nonzero. The induced representa-

tion ft is reducible, and we deduce that one of its irreducible components is
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automorphic. It is clear that the restriction of a cuspidal ft to //(A) is also

cuspidal.

2. Main theorems

Let F be a global field. Fix a place u to be nonarchimedean, unless otherwise

specified. Put H = SL(2), H = PGL(2), G = PGL(3). An irreducible
a-invariant G„-module nu is called a-elliptic if its twisted character is not

identically zero on the a-elliptic regular set.

2.1. Proposition. Given a supercuspidal n'0u there exists (i) a a-invariant a-

stable a-elliptic nondegenerate tempered nu, which is not Steinberg, and (ii) for

each nou a nonnegative integer n(7r0M), with nin'0u) ^ 0, which depends only on

the packet of nou, and which is equal to 0 if 7Tou is one-dimensional or special,

such that for all matching fu, fou we have

(2.1.1) tr7tM(/u xa) = £n(7toM)tr{7t0l<}(/ou).

The sum is absolutely convergent. Given an open compact subgroup Cu of Hu =

//(Fu), there are only finitely many terms nou in the sum which have nonzero

Cu-fixed vector.

Remark. (2.1.1) holds of course when n'Qu is special. Then nu is Steinberg,

and the sum consists of n'0u alone.

Proof. We may assume that F is totally imaginary. Let n'0 be a cuspidal

representation of //(A) which has the component n'0u at u, its component at

another finite place w is special, and it is unramified at any other finite place.

It is easy to construct such n'0 using the trace formula for H, and a function

fo = 0 fov whose component at « is a matrix coefficient of nou, at w it is

a pseudo-coefficient of the special representation, at the other finite places it is
the unit element of the Hecke algebra, and at the infinite places the component

has small compact support near the identity.

Apply Proposition 1.7 with n'0 and the set V = {u, w}. Take fow to be

a pseudo-coefficient of the special representation. Hence all terms on the right

of (1.7.1) belong to /o. We obtain the right side of (2.1.1). If we take fi,u
to be a matrix-coefficient of n'0u we obtain a positive integer (the multiplicity

of n'0 in the cuspidal spectrum of //(A)) on the right of (1.7.1). Hence there

exists a (necessarily unique under the conditions of (1.7)) term n on the left

of (1.7.1). If fw is a function which satisfies (1.6.1) and matches a pseudo-

coefficient of the special representation, then ixnw , /fstje = tmwifw x a) ^ 0

by the orthogonality relations [II, (3.4)], and the component of n at w is

Steinberg. Hence n is a a-invariant cuspidal representation in / of (1.7.1),

and (2.1.1) follows. Note that nu is a-stable since the right side depends only

on fou. Moreover, nu is nondegenerate since n is cuspidal. Consequently nu

is tempered, since it is a-elliptic and nondegenerate.

Further, nu is not Steinberg. Indeed, if it is, then it is the lift of the special

n'¿u , and (2.1.1) becomes tr7r0'„(/0u) = ¿ «(7t0u) tr{7COM}(/ou) • Taking f0u to be

a matrix-coefficient of n'0u we conclude that «(7r0u) is 0. Moreover, no 7r0u is

special. Indeed, taking f0u to be a pseudo-coefficient of nou , we obtain «(7toM)

on the right of (2.1.1), and on the left 0, by the twisted orthogonality relations

of [II, Lemma 3.6.1].
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The final claim follows from Harish-Chandra's theorem quoted in (1.7.6).

Let Ku be a quadratic field extension of Fu ; denote by K^ the group of

elements in Ku whose norm in F„ is one (as in (1.2.2)).

2.2. Proposition. Given a character 8U of CK = Kx there are nonnegative

integers nin0u) with «(7ro(0u)) = 1, and a complex number c ^ 0, with

(2.2.1) ctm'uifu x a) = £«(7r.0M)tr{7C0„}(/o«),

for matching f0u, fu, where n'u — /(7t*(0u), Xu) in the notations of'(1..2.2).

The sum is absolutely convergent and includes neither the trivial nor the special

representation.

Remark. Here u may be a real place.

Proof. If u is nonarchimedean we work with a totally imaginary F. If u is

real take F — Q and imaginary quadratic K. The claim is clear if ( 1 ) 8U = I,

since then 7To(0„) is an induced representation, c = 1 and there is only one

term in the sum, or (2) u splits in K/F. If 0„ ^ 1 we fix a finite inert

place w ,¿ u and a character 6W of ^T¿ with 02 ^ 1. Let 0 be a character

of C¿ which has the above components at u and w , and all its components

at the finite v ^ u,w are unramified, except perhaps at a place v' ^ u, w

which splits in K if w is real. It is easy to construct such 0 using the trace

(or Poisson summation) formula for the pair CK and Kx, and a function

/ = 0/« with /(l) / 0; with fu = 8U; fw = 8W; /„ is the characteristic
function of the maximal compact subgroup of Kl for all finite v ^ u, w, v' ;

and fv supported on a small compact neighborhood of 1 if v is complex (when

u is finite) or v is v' (if m is real).

Since 02 t¿ 1 we have 02 ^ 1. We apply Proposition 1.7 with n =

/(7t(0/0), ;f) in /' on the left. Then {7to(0)} appears on the right, in /0.
To obtain (2.2.1) we apply the argument of (1.7.5) at all split places (including

v' or the complex places), and take fow to be a matrix coefficient of a mem-

ber of the packet {7ro(0t„)} ■ This explains the appearance of c ^ 0. We may

choose fw to satisfy (1.6.1).

2.3. Proposition. Only square-integrable no appear in the sum oj'(2.1.1). More-

over, the sum is finite. The same conclusion holds for (2.2.1) // u is real and

6U¿\.

Proof. Recall that since the left side of (2.1.1 ) depends only on the stable orbital

integrals of /„ , namely on fo„ , it is clear that the character Xu of nu is a a-

stable function, namely it depends only on the stable a-conjugacy classes. We
now use the (immediate) twisted analogue of [K, Theorems C and D]. Then

there exists a function f'u whose orbital integrals vanish on the a-split regular

set, and '®f¿io) = Xuiô) on the a-elliptic regular set. We write '<P/u for the
function on the a-elliptic regular set whose value at ô is |F|0/u(f5), where

|F| is the volume of the centralizer of No in //(F„). By [I, §3], there is a

function f¿u matching f'u. We can choose f¿u to have vanishing unstable

orbital integrals. Moreover, there exist finitely many tempered elliptic 7toi<, and

nonzero complex numbers c(7t0u), so that '<bf> (y) = Y^c(nOu)Xnou(y) on the

regular elliptic set. Consequently

£c(7tOM)tr7rOM(/o„) = £"(7to«)tr{7r0u}(/oM),
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for all fou whose orbital integrals vanish on the regular split set. Evaluat-

ing both sides at a pseudocoefficient of any square-integrable representation we

conclude that there are only finitely many elliptic (square-integrable or trivial)

representations on the right of (2.1.1).
It remains to show that only square-integrable 7to« appear in (2.1.1). In the

nonarchimedean case the {7tou} on the right are packets which consist either

of supercuspidal //o„-modules, or of the irreducible constituents in the compo-

sition series of an induced Z/oM-module. Fix a character p of A0iRu) ^ R% >

and let f0u be an («, /i)-regular function with n > 1. Then tr{nou}ifou + fou)

vanishes unless {nou} is the set of constituents of hip') with p! = p on Rx ,

where its value is z" + z~" (times two if p2 = 1), where z = ß'in). Hence the

right side takes the form £), c¡iz" + z~n). The sum is absolutely convergent, and

|z,| = 1, or z, = z,, and q~x < \z¡\ < qu (by unitarity). It is also clear from

the last assertion of Proposition 2.1 that this sum is finite. On the left, since nu

is a-elliptic and nondegenerate, if the value of tr nuifu x a) is not zero then nu

is induced from the special representation of a maximal parabolic subgroup of

Gu , and trnuifu x a) is equal to qu" • Applying the Stone-Weierstrass theo-

rem as in (1.6.3) we conclude that c, = 0 for all /. In particular each packet

{7to«} on the right consists of supercuspidals, the sum is finite, and nu on the

left is not induced from the special representation of the maximal parabolic.

When Fu is real, the sum is again absolutely convergent. The packet {nou}

either consists of square-integrables, and then tr{nou}ifou) = z" for suitable

fou = fouin) and z = z({7T0u}) with |z| < 1, or tr{7r0u}(/ou) = tr[/0(/i)](/o„)
takes the form z" + z~" . This case can be left to the reader (cf. [L, pp. 218-

221]).

Remark. The above arguments imply also that the sum of (2.2.1) is finite and

consists of square-integrable 7tou when 8U ̂  1.

2.3.1. Corollary. // {7c0u} # {noidu)} appears on the right o/(2.2.1) then it is

extraordinary inamely it is supercuspidal but not of the form noi8'u) for any char-

acter 8'u of K'u). In particular, if Fu is real, or has odd residual characteristic,

then {7To(0u)} is the only term in the sum o/(2.2.1).

Proof. This follows from the finiteness of the sum, and the twisted orthogonality

relations for characters. Indeed, if {7to»} ̂  {noidu)} appears on the right of

(2.2.1), namely nin0u) ^ 0,and {7t0M} = {n0i8'u)} ,8'U¿8U, then (2.2.1) for 8'u

implies that c'0f«))(ö) = Zn'in0u)xi{nou})iNÔ) with < = I(n'(d'u), x'u)

and «'(7To(0ú)) # 0. Since xiK) is orthogonal to xiK), we obtain

0 = £ninou)n'in0u) > nin0i8'u))n'inoid'u)) > 0.

This contradiction proves the first claim. In the real case and in the case of odd

residual characteristic, all square-integrable representations are special or of the

form 7to(0M).

2.3.2. Corollary. Given a square-integrable n'0u as in (2.1), the relation (2.1.1)

determines the tempered nu uniquely.

Proof. Suppose we also have ctr7i^(/u x a) = Ylm(nOu)^T{nou}ifou) f°r all

matching (/„, fou), where c ^ 0 and m(7t0u) are nonnegative integers with

m(7T0J t¿ 0, then the orthogonality relations on the right [II, (2.1.1)] and the
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twisted orthogonality relations on the left [II, (3.6.1)], imply that n'u is equiv-

alent to nu.

2.3.3. Corollary. If nu on the left o/(2.1.1) is supercuspidal then n'0u is ex-

traordinary, it is the only term on the right of (2.1.1), and nin'0u) = 1. The
residual characteristic of u is even.

Proof. For a supercuspidal nu we have twisted orthonormality relations for its

character [II, (3.3.1)], namely iXn„, Xnu)e = 1 in the notations of [II, (3.6)].

On the right the orthogonality relations for characters [II, (2.1.1)], imply that

{£"(rco«)X{*0u}, Y.ninou)X{nou}) is equal to 2>(7r0u)2[{7r0u}], where [{7T0„}]

denotes the number of elements in the packet {7ToM} . It follows that the sum

consists of n'0u alone, with coefficient nin'0u) = 1, and the packet of n'0u con-

sists of a single representation. Since it is square-integrable but not special, it

is extraordinary.

2.4. Proposition. Suppose that f'u satisfies (1.6.1), namely its unstable orbital

integral vanishes on the a-regular set. Then tr/(7ti„, l)if'u x a) is zero for any

irreducible representation nlu of HiFu).

Remark. Here u is allowed to be archimedean.

Proof. This is obvious if niu is an induced representation, since then the

(twisted) character of Iin\u, 1) is supported on the a-split set, where the

a-orbital integral of f'u is assumed to be zero. The case of one-dimensional

representations follows from that of special ones, hence we assume that n\u is

square-integrable. Let n\ be a cuspidal representation of //i(A) whose com-

ponent at u is the above, and whose component at a fixed finite place w ^ u

of odd residual characteristic is supercuspidal. We may choose F so that all its

archimedean places, except possibly u, are complex. Apply Proposition 1.7 so

that I in i, 1) is the only term on the left, in /(, with w0 = w. Assuming that

tr/(7Ti„, l)ifû xuj/O we conclude that the character of Iinlu, 1) is a-stable

and a-elliptic, and there is a term 7to on the right of (1.7.1) whose component

at u is elliptic. We take />u to be a pseudo-coefficient of nou ; for each finite

v t¿ u, w we take /)„ to be the characteristic function of a small compact open
subgroup of //(F„), as in Lemma 1.9. We obtain the identity

ctr/(7Ti„,, l)ifw x a) = £«(7t0w)tr{7to«,}(/o«,),

with the properties of (2.2.1). The sum is finite and made of supercuspidals

by the arguments of (2.3). But w has an odd residual characteristic, hence

any supercuspidal packet {now} is of the form {noidw)} , which defines the

representation /(7t(0U)/0„)), Xw) by (2.3.1), and we obtain a contradiction to

Corollary 2.3.1 on using the orthogonality relations for characters (on the right

side) and twisted characters [II, (2.6.1)] on the left side.

2.5. Proposition. Suppose nu is a a-invariant supercuspidal representation

which is not a-unstable. Then it is the lift of an extraordinary nou, hence a-

stable.

Proof. Recall that a a-conjugacy class function miscalled a-unstable if xi$) =
-Xiô) for any a-ellipitc regular stably a-conjugate but non-a-conjugate ô and

ô in GiFu). We use the Deligne-Kazhdan trace formula with a function / =

0 /„ whose component at « is a matrix coefficient of nu , and its component
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at some finite Uq ̂  u satisfies (1.6.1) and is supported on the a-ellipitc regular
set, to prove the existence of a a-invariant cuspidal n whose component at

u is ours, and whose component at uq is a-elliptic and a-stable. Here we

use the assumption that nu is not a-unstable to deduce the existence of a a-

elliptic regular ô with <W (¿) ^ 0. This n appears in / of (1.7.1), and we use

Proposition 1.7 with fov as in (1.9) at each v ^ u, u0 of V in (1.7), and a

pseudo-coefficient foUo of a square-integrable component at «o of a 7to which

must appear on the right of (1.7.1). We obtain (2.1.1) where the left side is
perhaps replaced by ctr nuifu x a), where c ^ 0. The sum on the right is finite

and consists of supercuspidal 7toH, by (2.3). We take one of the 7r0M which

appears on the right, and obtain (2.1.1) for it. By (2.3.2) we obtain again nu

on the left of (2.1.1), now with coefficients c — 1 ; (2.3.3) implies that 7to« is

the only term on the right of (2.1.1), and it extraordinary with coefficient 1.

2.6. Proposition. Only one packet, namely {n'0u}, appears on the right o/(2.1.1).

Proof. Suppose that in addition to {n'0u} there appears also the (necessarily su-
percuspidal) packet {n'¿u} on the right of (2.1.1), with «(7r0'M) ^ 0. Denote by

finou) a matrix coefficient of a supercuspidal 7tou , and by fi{nou}) the sum

of finou) over the 7t0li in the packet {7t0«}. Write f0u for nin'¿u)fi{n'0u}) -

n(nbu)f({nou}) ■ Then the function fou is not uniquely determined, but its or-

bital integrals are. Moreover, its orbital integrals are stable conjugacy class func-

tions, since '0(/({7Cou})) = /f{7r0u} on the elliptic regular set, and these orbital

integrals are zero on the split regular set. Denote by fu a function on Gu match-

ing fou ■ We can choose /„ to have zero unstable orbital integrals by [I, §3],

since its (twisted) orbital integrals are zero on the a-regular split set. It is clear

from the orthogonality relations for characters that we have trnuifu x a) = 0

for every a-invariant Gu-module nu. Indeed, if trnuifu xu)/0 then nu

can be only the representation of Gu determined by {n'0u} and {n'¿u} , but the

choice of fou guarantees that tr7rM(/u x a) — 0 for this nu . Then Proposition

1.8 shows that fu has vanishing (twisted stable) orbital integrals, hence f,u has

vanishing orbital integrals, and we conclude that nin'¿u)X{n' } = nin'0u)X{n"} °n

the elliptic regular set. This contradicts the orthogonality relations for charac-

ters, and the proposition follows.

Remark. Analogous discussion can be carried out in the real case on using

pseudo-coefficients instead of matrix-coefficients.

2.7. Corollary. For each character 8U of Kx there is a positive integer nu =

nuidu) so that tr 7tM(/u xa)-nu tr{7to(0M)}(/ou) for all matching fu, fou, where

nu = /(7r*(0u), Xu) < and Xu is the character of Fx with kernel NKX .

Proof. This follows from (2.2), (2.3.2), and (2.6).

2.7.1.   Corollary. Suppose that n0u is an extraordinary inot of the form 7r(0u))

representation of Z/(FM).  Then it lifts to a supercuspidal representation nu of

G(FU).

Remark. (1) Extraordinary representations exist only in even residual charac-

teristic. (2) nu is a-invariant, a-stable and a-elliptic.

Proof. This follows from (2.3.2), (2.7), (2.4) and (2.5).
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2.8. Theorem. Let F be a local field. (1) The one-dimensional, special, ex-

traordinary, type 7To(0), representation of HiF), lift irespectively) to the one-

dimensional, Steinberg, supercuspidal, /(7r(0/0), x) > representations of GiF) ;

local lifting is defined in [II, (2.3)]. (2) A a-invariant admissible irreducible rep-

resentation n of GiF) is a lift of a packet {no} of HiF) precisely when it

is a-stable. Thus n is a lift unless it is of the form /(7ti ,1), where n\ is an

elliptic representation of HiF), or it is a-unstable and supercuspidal}

Proof. This follows from [II, (2.9)] (case of special representations), (2.7.1) and

(2.5) (extraordinary case), (2.4) (case of /(7ti, 1)), as well as (1.4) (list of a-

invariant representations), once we show that 7ro(0u) lifts to /(7t(0M/0M), Xu),

namely that the nu of (2.7) is equal to 1. For that we use a totally imaginary

global field, take a global character 0 whose component at u is our local char-

acter, and apply (1.7) where /(7t(0/0), x) is the only (global) term on the left.
The finite set V of (1.7) can be assumed to have no split (in K/F) places by

the argument of Lemma 1.7.5, and 0„ ^ 1 on Kx for all v in V (including

our u). Using (2.7) the identity (1.7.1) of (1.7) reads

Y\ nv tr{7TO(0„)}(/o„) = n tT{noi8v)}ifov) + £ n(7r0) JJ tr{7t0„}(/o„) •

The sum is over discrete-series packets 7r0 which are inequivalent to our 7to(0),

and the coefficient of the first term on the right is one as noted in the discussion
of the terms I'0 and I'¿ in (1.3). It suffices to choose f,v to be a coefficient

of a supercuspidal member of {7to(0„)} for each v in V to conclude that the

product of the positive integers nv is one, hence nv is 1 for all v . Note that

the matching f, can be chosen to satisfy (1.6.1). From the conclusion for the

p-adic places we conclude the claim for real u on using Q for our global field,
and an imaginary quadratic extension of it for K.

Remark. It can be shown that a-invariant supercuspidal representation cannot

be a-unstable, in fact they must be a-stable and lifts of extraordinary 7t0 , once

we have the statement jf = A*(/°) (relating the unit elements ff, f° in the

Hecke algebras Hi, H of HiF) and GiF); see [I, §4]). This is proven in
[J]. Given this statement, the above methods are extended in [VI] to yield the

following global theorem unconditionally. For now we prove the following

2.9. Theorem. Let F be a number field. (1) Any a-invariant cuspidal repre-

sentation n, with a component which is the lift of a square-integrable nou, is a

lift of a unique cuspidal packet {no} of //(A), whose members have a square-

integrable component at u. (2) If the discrete-series n is a lift (=A({7To})) then

it has no component of the form /(7ti„ , 1) where niv is elliptic. (3) Any packet

{no} which contains a cuspidal representation with an elliptic component lifts

to an automorphic representation n of G(A). (4) n is cuspidal, unless no is

one-dimensional iand then n is one-dimensional), or no is of the form 7To(0)

associated with lnd(0; WK, WF), where n is /(7t(0/0),^). (5) Each cuspi-
dal no with an elliptic component occurs only once in the cuspidal spectrum of

LiHiF) \ //(A)). (6) // n'0 is cuspidal with an elliptic component at a place

where no has an elliptic component, and n'0v ~ 7To„ for almost all v {no as in

(5)), then {n0} = {n'0} .

'It will be interesting to give a direct local proof (not using the trace formulae) that every

(j-invariant supercuspidal G(F)-module n is cr-stable.
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Remark. (5) is multiplicity one theorem for (cuspidal representations with an

elliptic component of) H = SL(2). (6) is a rigidity theorem for such packets
of SL(2,A).

Proof. To prove (1) we form (1.7.1) under the conditions of (1.7), where n

is the only contribution on the left. Each component of n is clearly a-stable,

hence a lift of some 7to„ , and the argument of (1.7.5) implies that the com-

ponent at t) / a of any 7r0 which appears on the right side of (1.7.1) and

(1.7) lifts to nv . At u we use fu which satisfies (1.6.1) and matches a pseudo-

coefficient fou of a square-integrable 7r0H which lifts to nu (7To« exists by our

assumption). (1) follows. (2) is clear from (2.4). (3) follows on using (1.7) and

(1.9), and (4), (5), (6) are similarly immediate.

2.10. Corollary [GJ]. If a unitary cuspidal representation ño of GL(2,A)

with a square-integrable component has a local component fto„ of the form

IoviK . vv') > i > °. then t<4-

Proof. The restriction {7t0} of fto to //(A) is a discrete-series packet with a

square-integrable component, which lifts to an automorphic representation n

of G(A). In particular fto(^, v~') lifts to /(//2/, 1, v2t), which is unitary

only if 2t < \. A strict inequality holds since our cuspidal n cannot have a

component at v which lies in the composition series of /(i^2, 1, Vy ) > by

Proposition 2.4.

2.10.1. For any representation fto„ of GL(2, F„) and character Xv of Fx put

Liis, ft0„, Xv) = Lis, ñ0v ®Xv x hov)/Lis, Xv),

and

£2Ís, ñov , Xv ; Vv) = eis, ñ0v ® Xv x ñ0v ; Vv)/eis, Xv ; Vv) ■

Here 7t0„ is the contragredient of fto„ and Vv is a nontrivial additive character

of F„ . The /.-functions depend only on the packet {7to„} defined by 7to„ . As

in [GJ], we say that fto„ L-lifts to a representation nv of GiFv) if nv is

a-invariant and

Lis, nv ® Xv) = L2is ,ñ0v,Xv),        eis, nv , ®xv ; Vv) = e2is ,ñ0v,Xv;Vv),

for any character Xv of Fx . Here nv is viewed as a representation of

GL(3, F„) with a trivial central character. Gelbart and Jacquet [GJ, Propo-

sitions 3.2, 3.3], showed for nonextraordinary ft0„ that {7to„} L-lifts to the lift

7T„ of {7t0„}. If fto is an automorphic representation of GL(2, A) and x is
a character of Fx \ Ax , then the function L2(s, ño, x) is defined to be the

product over all v of the L2is, fto„ , Xv) ■

2.10.2. Corollary [GJ]. // 7t0 is cuspidal, not of the form n0i8), and has a
square-integrable component, then

L2is, no, X) = Lis, n®x)

for any character x of FX\AX , where n is the lift of n0 . Hence L2is, no, x)

is entire for any X-

Proof. The local factors of the two global products are equal unless nv is su-

percuspidal, but then both local factors are equal to 1.
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It is easy to deduce from this [GJ, p. 535] that 7to„ L-lifts to its lift nv in
the remaining case, where nv is supercuspidal.

Corollary 2.10.2 was proved directly using the Rankin-Shimura method in

[GJ], where it was used as the key tool to prove that each 7to„ and 7to L-lift

to their lifts, with no conditions on local components. The advantage of the

trace formula is in characterizing the image of the lifting, establishing character
relations and proving the multiplicity one theorem and the rigidity theorem for

SL(2), in addition to proving the existence of the lifting.
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